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Karima Puzon(September 18,1991)
 
A dysfunctional monster architect and the creator of a world called a box.
She believes in unicorns. She is also a member of the 'Pigs Can Fly Movement'.
The movement supports the belief that someday pigs can also fly like eagles.
She also started the 'Hug a T-Rex movement.' Sadly, nobody bothered to hug a
T-Rex. It was a failure. She often imagine that air turbulence is caused by some
weird angel who often sneeze. Come to think of it, it really sounds disgusting
especially when you imagine that buggers and mucus are falling out of the sky.
Yuck!
She loves gore. She is kind of sadist. It sometimes show in her works. Well, she
just feel that she is a sadist. Maybe it just her imagination. Does being blood
fanatic make you a sadist? She does enjoy people's misery. *Sigh* Don't bother
to understand her. She is a nut-head You can run now, she might hurt you.
 
She started writing at a very young age. She mainly writes poems and some
weird short stories. It might haunt you. So please run!
 
She has numerous ideas stuck in her tree called the mind. She is just too lazy to
extract it. Geez!
That is all, I think? !
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Another Love Story
 
I sat by the old wooden window.
Watching the trees sway through the day.
I saw two strangers hit by Cupid's arrow.
In each others heart they will stay.
 
They live in two different worlds.
The boy is drowning in gold and fame
The girl is dying in rags and cold.
But soon they'll ignite the flame.
 
The world is turning against them,
For their love is forbidden.
Their emotions began to stem.
The gem has kept hidden.
 
The flower has bloomed
But evil hasn't been frozen
For love is leading to a doom.
Their fate has been chosen.
 
Tears has fallen on to them.
For goodbye is the only way.
The world is to be blamed.
For their souls' decay.
 
Karima Puzon
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Backdrop
 
Nobody really cares.
I am just a backdropp of their life.
I will never be their supporting character.
In the first place,
I never was.
Why bother build a bridge of attachment?
Why?
I am just a backdrop.
I will never be a character.
I will never be.
 
Karima Puzon
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Big Thunderstorm
 
Such an awful day I had
A big thunderstorm came
A kind that wouldn't just go
 
This thunderstorm hit me right in my head
That people do come and go
But at first I think it was such a lie
Then it hit me again
 
The thunderstorm says that
It is about a friend
A friend that I met and
Kind of changed my life
Like 360..
 
We used to talk and laugh
We treat each other like siblings
We care and watch each others back
 
Then a tragic day came
A slight glitch I did
I never thought this glitch will grow big
It just turned into a big thunderstorm
 
One day
His anger just grew
He said he had enough
Friendship over...
No more me in his life
 
He said he would go
I didn't believe at first but i realized
He is so serious...
 
Rain just pour down on me
With no umbrella in my hand
I wasn't really prepared for this storm
One of the most awful storm that came to my life
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I asked him to stay
I cried and cried
But my tears just turned to dust
 
I grew tired of crying and begging
Asking God for help
'Cause I could not afford to lose another friend
 
Friends are special
Each one of them is a bone in my body
My life wouldn't be complete
If one of them would go
I am just wishing that this thunderstorm would go
And you would stay
My dear Friend....
 
 
(dedicated to a friend of mine)
 
Karima Puzon
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Blink
 
In a blink of an eye,
I will be gone.
Memories will die
And realizations will dawn.
 
I will slowly fade
To the land of false hope.
I am obliviously laid
And my mind began to grope.
 
What is this connotation?
The idea of devouring?
Its leading to a creation.
Through the dark, its echoing.
 
A sudden eruption will come.
It will bring me to a new life
Echos of hope will strum
It will end the strife
 
In a blink of an eye,
I will be awaken
Happiness will cry
Fear has been forsaken
 
Karima Puzon
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Broken Heart
 
There I was alone...
You left me with a broken heart..
You've broken it to a million pieces...
and there was i...
Trying to put back the Pieces...
Losing hope...
 
There i sat...
Crying my heart out....
Regretting all the the things about you...
 
There i see you...
destroying my soul...
While i was there crying...
 
You told me that you would never break my heart..
Yet now...
It was torn...
 
 
There i sat all alone..
waiting for you to bring back the pieces
that you have torn apart..
waiting for you to fix my damaged soul...
 
Karima Puzon
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By Your Side
 
People just passing by
Saying hello and good bye
Feeling so weak and numb
Nothing else to do but cry
Just kicking the leaves
While the rain is pouring down on you
Without an umbrella in hand
 
You weren't prepared for this
This awful mess you got into
But please don't you cry
Turn that frown upside down
Don't you worry
'Cause I will be here
By your side
 
I will be your umbrella
Protecting you from the storm
I will your shoulder
To cry on to
I will be your eyes
Showing you how beautiful life can be
 
You see the birds flying
Hear them sing happily
Smell the beautiful flowers
Feel the wind passing through
See how amazing life is...
All you need is a smile
 
So please,
No more tears in your eyes
No more dreams turning into dust
No more skies turning gray
Just remember
I am here
By your side
 
I know sometimes life can be rough
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But I know you can make it
Just hold my hand
Trust me, I won't let go
'Cause I will be here
By your side
I promise
 
Karima Puzon
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Chalice Of The Dying Widow
 
I have no purpose
In this dying world full of hatred
Oh the love is gone.
The driven sorrow within my heart,
Is slowly piercing the life inside me.
Torment of the chalice of the dying widow.
 
Karima Puzon
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Commotion
 
Whisper me your name for I could not hear.
For my destiny is becoming unclear.
Yet the bliss slowly reaches,
Sadness runs in and breaches.
 
Commotion has been bombarded
And a sword has not been handed.
Unarmed soul is shivering.
Coldness is slowly hovering.
 
I am petrified,
Yet I smiled.
Maybe I am losing my mind.
In reality, I am blind.
 
I shook my head and dived
Into the ecstasy that's vivid
Will I ever live in this chaos?
Will you live in a world full of pathos?
 
I am crying but I am glad?
Could it be the answer that I never had?
Confusion is taking over my body.
Could it be my actions taken oddly?
 
I am lost in different dimensions
Life has been caught in a series of contentions.
I float into vividness and stand idle
I am now caught in the bridle
 
Karima Puzon
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Confusion
 
As I look at the clear blue sky,
I can't help but wonder why
Our hearts beats in unison
But our souls are trap in confusion.
 
We are divided by unending waters.
You guaranteed that out love will not falter,
But, now it seems that our bridge is on fire.
Our connection will soon retire.
 
I have loved you long enough.
I cannot be tough.
I am about build my barricade,
So I won't hear your serenade.
 
Karima Puzon
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Crestfallen Friend
 
There are moments in your life
When you lose your spirit
Feeling hopeless
All you can do is cry
 
There are moments in your life
When you are falling apart
Trying to pick up the pieces
Gluing it all together
But no hope on turning it back
 
My crestfallen friend
Cry it all out
Take my hand
I will pull you up
Hugging you tight
 
Lifting your spirits high
Removing all the chaos
Crushing down the boundaries
 
Here is my shoulder
Lean on it....
I will be here...
Just take it all out
 
My crestfallen friend
I love you
am here
Let me be your sunrise
For a better day
 
Please, smile for me
Wash out all the pain
Wash out the fears
Am here holding you tight
Never letting go
 
I will sing you a lullaby
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To remove your sorrow
Sleep tight my friend
Tomorrow would be a better day
Hope to see your sweet smile again
My crestfallen friend
 
Karima Puzon
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Desperate Nobody
 
Has no one told you she's not breathing?
She's there...dying on the floor
Because loneliness is killing her
Why did she yearn to live?
 
Knowing that she's a nobody in this dying world
Now that the perfect sky is torn,
Her life is now made up of sarcastic smiles
...Is this reality
 
Can someone just please try to fix her?
Because I think she's broken..
Thanks to the loneliness, She had a mind that gives her someone to talk to
Maybe death is the only way
 
Because there's more important than a nobody's life..
...Then...she was gone...
 
(written also by my friend Shiela Prado)
 
Karima Puzon
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Destiny
 
How could this happen?
I found you and you found me...
Such an awkward thing just happened
Deep in my heart I know you are
My destiny
 
What a sweet thing
That we are both looking in the same bright sky..
Watching the star sparkles at night
I really believe that
You are
My destiny
 
Why from the moment I saw you
My heart melted so fast like ice?
How could this be?
I know that it just can be true
That you are the one
My destiny
 
My heart is beating so fast when you are near
It pumps like it never been before
I know our heart beats the same way
Cos I know you are
My destiny
 
I really wanted someone like you
The person that can really hold on me
Someone who can love me forever
I know it is you
'Cause you are
My destiny
 
Maybe all we need is just to believe on each other
I know we can make it through
Just hold my hand..
Look in to my eyes
Love will find a way
I know it would be okay
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My destiny
 
I know
I believe
We are meant to be
With all my heart and soul
I will give you all my love
My destiny
 
Karima Puzon
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Does Love Hurt?
 
A lot of people believe
That love is the most painful feeling
They just believe that
Love hurts
 
Does love hurts?
Love doesn't hurt at all
Love is the most wonderful feeling on earth
With this you feel protected
Love gives you a suiting feeling
Loves takes you to wonderful places
 
Who says love hurts?
Love gives you passion
Love makes you reach the stars
Love smells like freshly bloomed flowers
 
Love makes you swim the deepest ocean
Love makes you move mountains
Love builds bridges..
Love is Love
 
So you think that
Loving someone who doesn't love you back hurts?
Loving somebody who loves another hurts
Loving nobody at all hurts?
Being loved by nobody hurts?
So love does hurt?
I don't think so
 
Falling out of love hurts
Betrayal hurts
Not having love hurts
Love doesn't hurt
 
Karima Puzon
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Drowning
 
Left out, indeed she is.
Untalented fool walking in the oblivion.
Her hands were left empty,
While others have a ton.
She sees everybody's beginning to fly
And she’s slowly drowning into nothingness.
 
Curse of the ill-fated soul.
Special present hasn’t given to her.
She's relentlessly grasping for air,
But she cannot hold on much longer
Her heart unhurriedly tearing apart,
The water is slowly swallowing her alive.
 
People staring at her,
Wishing the water will drag her down even further
She tried to cry out even louder,
But she realizes she's a hopeless loser.
She decided to let go and slowly fade away
Believing she’s a nobody in this world.
 
Can somebody help her?
Can somebody swallow their own ego?
Extend your hand if you must
She’s dying, approaching her last breath.
Time hurriedly takes her down
 
Can somebody dive into the water of emptiness,
And give away the prize?
The wind is passing by full of loneliness
Don’t ever think twice, save her if you must,
Before the water swiftly tears her apart.
 
Karima Puzon
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Dust (Let Me Out)
 
Life has been tough.
I'm turning into dust.
Hoping that I could fit in,
But my hopes just kept in.
 
Trapped emotions inside me.
Wanting to be free,
But fear just got me
And opportunity just left me.
 
Emotions, just get out,
Let my uneasy feeling cut out
So please  let me run free
I just want to be me...
 
Please let me out, let me out
I want to be free
Let me out, let me out
I want my spirit to live
Let me out, let me out
I just want to be me
 
My dreams turning into dust.
My hopes turning into rust.
Regrets from my past,
Wishing it will never last.
 
Words left unspoken.
Heart that has been broken.
Everything's turning gray.
Wanting a brighter day.
 
I'll shed my tears goodbye
Everything is going to be alright
I am taking my first step
A move that is adept
 
Now, I will face my fear,
Before it stubs me from the rear.
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I will reach my dream,
Before the lights go dim.
I will be free,
Before the world turns down on me.
 
I'm taking my stand.
I won't give a damn.
I will Intertwined,
With the dust in the wind.
 
Karima Puzon
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Fighter
 
My grandmother is a fighter,
But her last war was tough.
It brought her too much pain,
But she never gave up.
 
Karima Puzon
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Forbidden Love
 
Why loving so much
Is such a wrong thing to do...
Here I am loving you with all my heart
But your heart is taken by another
 
Such a chaos am feeling inside
Knowing that loving you can create a war
How I wish I could say good bye
To you whom I love
 
But you are there always
Making me feel so alive
Saying that you love me..
Alas, this is just a wrong feeling to me
 
Tears just start to fall
When I know this can never be...
This emotion
Is destroying my confused mind
My confused heart
 
I don't know what to do
I don't know what to say..
Knowing that you love me
Yet, you love that person as much as me
 
This feeling can never come out...
I am here denying what I feel for you...
Trying to runaway
Throwing away this emotions
 
While you were there
Chasing after me...
Trying to love me..
Holding my breath
Squeezing me so tight
You won't let go...
 
But this just can't be..
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Knowing that this Love
Could lead to nothing
 
A love that is not meant to be
A love that is forbidden
 
Karima Puzon
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Forgotten About Me
 
Forgotten about me already?
Look into my eyes
Do you rember when we used to talk for hours?
Do you still rember when we used to joke around?
You don't?
 
I guess you have forgotten me...
You have forgotten me like Atlantis beneath the seas
Or dinosaurs that has extinct
Maybe you are just lying..
Are you?
 
Do you still remember when we used to laugh out loud
But nothing is really funny?
Do you still remember when we don't sleep
And tried to be awake just to see each other 24 hours a day
You don't?
 
Well then you have forgotten me truthfully?
I just can't accept it...
It just like a typhoon that passed by
Or a piece of scratch paper that was thrown away
All just being forgotten...
 
Maybe you are just pretending.
I just know
I can see in your eyes that you are just pretending
Don't forget about me..
Don't forget about us...
 
I know we are destined for each other
Like night and day
The sun and the moon
Rain or shine...
I just know
 
So please don't forget...
It would be harder for the both of us to pretend
Because deep in our hearts
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We know
Love hasn't passed away
 
Karima Puzon
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Forgotten Story
 
For so long,
I am in search for my missing piece.
Yet hope didn't seem to increase
 
For so long,
I am in search for my ever after,
Yet it seems to be gone forever.
 
For so long,
I am in search for my love,
Yet I have seen none.
 
Where can it be?
My love story has been forgotten by God
And it has been thrown like a rotten pod.
 
Where can it be?
I am slowly decaying
My path seems to be blurring.
 
Where can it be?
I am slowly fading away.
I am feeling dismay.
 
Will I ever find it?
The love has been promised by God.
The story that will bring me a lot of laud.
 
Will I ever find it?
The perfect match that has been lost.
The perfect love that has no cost.
Will I ever?
 
Karima Puzon
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Friend Like You
 
I had friend once
But I just lost him
I just want to know why
Why we couldn't be friends anymore
 
Maybe it is because of a stupid mistake I made
That I never thought it would grow and come this far
I never thought I lost a friend
This Fast
 
I know that I couldn't be perfect
So is my friend
We had some fights
We taunt...
But we had fun
 
I never thought that such a little problem
Would end our friendship
This problem that made him decide
To erase me as a friend
Erase me entirely in his life
 
I didn't see this coming
It just happened
Straight to me face a note
FRIENDSHIP OVER
and i never thought that it would be
GOOD BYE
 
I don't even know what to do
I don't even know what to say
How could I let this happen?
Why wouldn't my friend stay?
 
I keep hitting my head in the wall
But such numbness, coldness I feel..
 
I am just helpless
I have nothing else to do
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But cry
I begged and grew tired
But nothing happened
 
Such ragging emotions I feel
I just hate myself
I just want my friend to stay
 
I cried and cried
No sunlight I see
I asked God for help
But nothing changes
 
Hoping that something could help me
But am still here...
Missing a piece of my life
 
I never imagine a life without a friend like that
My life would not be the same ever again
all I can do is wave my friend GOOD BYE
 
But one thing is for sure
I would never find
ANOTHER FRIEND LIKE YOU
 
 
(dedicated to a friend)
 
Karima Puzon
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Friends Are Like Stars
 
Friends are like stars
Though they are far away
They find a way to glisten through the dark
 
Sometimes you cannot perceive them
They are covered with clouds and smog
But you know they are close at hand
 
They never fail to make you smile
Even you are in your darkest nights
They find a way to make you glad
 
They blow away your worries
And make you chuckle
Even though you are about to cry
 
Oh, I am thankful to have those stars
The stars the lighten my life
The stars that help me get through the night
 
Karima Puzon
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Going To Let Go?
 
When I thought of letting go
There you are making me love you more
How could you be like this?
Such love and sweetness you are showing me
 
Tears just began to flow
What was I thinking of letting you go?
Is it my imagination that you love another?
Is it me whom you still love?
 
I do not know what to believe anymore
Would you just tell me what you feel?
Because I can't take this anymore
My emotions are killing me...
 
What am I thinking?
I couldn't let you go
I haven't told you how I feel
 
But what if I was wrong
What if your love for me fallen out
And I ended up crying?
 
What should I do?
Please don't smile at me
It makes fall for you more
I can't figure this out
 
Maybe am scared
Scared of telling you how I feel
Should I let go or hold on
 
I want to know
If we could be together
I just want to know
 
Karima Puzon
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Good Bye
 
Would it be just perfect
Me and you
You in my arms
Letting the music just play
While we just dance
 
Such sweet melody we hear
We feel like the world just stop spinning
We don't care we just danced
Wanting to tell you that I feel so alive
When am with you
 
But why must you go
All the romantic memoirs just fade
Why are you bidding good bye
I don't want you to go
Just stay with me
So close to me
 
We are near in finding the brightest star
Are you just pretending?
don't you see that I could be the one
Hush, don't be scared
I do love you too..
 
Don't you love me too?
We have reached so far
Why do you have to say good bye?
it has been close
but still too far
from reachingour happy ending
 
Karima Puzon
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Heart In My Pocket
 
Slip your heart in my pocket...
Here your heart will be safe..
I will never be alone
I will always  be near me..
Your heart will be cherished with love
 
You may be scared
Of giving your heart to me
You maybe doubting
Your thinking that maybe I would misplace it
But I will promise you
I will always keep it by my side
 
Just slip your heart in my pocket
And everything would be alright
No need to worry
Just close your eyes
And feel me
Feel my heart pounding
 
Open your eyes
Look at me...
A promise would be kept
Your heart will always be mine...
 
Your heart would not be thrown away
As long as its right here
Safe in my pocket
 
Karima Puzon
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Hey Mister With A Hoof
 
Hey Mister with a hoof
Whom I do not fear.
Don't call me a goof
Or I'll give you a sneer.
 
Hey Mister with a hoof
You aren't that tough.
I don't need proof
For your evil petty stuff.
 
Hey Mister with a hoof
Please stop pretending
I know it's a spoof,
Nobody is running.
 
Hey Mister with a hoof
Please go bye bye.
Haven't you seen enough?
Urbanville won't bow and cry.
 
Hey Mister with a hoof
Why are you still here?
Just go dance, and poof.
So we can party and cheer.
 
No hard feelings...please? !
 
Karima Puzon
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Hunter
 
Another day has come.
The search for blood has begun.
Thirsty for fresh flesh, I am.
Hunting for innocent fools is my game.
 
I am desperate for survival.
My way of life is not that abysmal
I prey for worthless souls.
Nobody will notice their lost.
 
To kill the prey, I have to poison the mind.
I will slowly attack it from behind.
As the prey bleeds, its agony gives me strength
As it slowly approach its last breath.
 
The deviling of my deed is slowly fading away.
As I slowly lick the blood of my prey,
The contentment I have attained.
The fresh meat is mine, I acclaimed.
 
Karima Puzon
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Hush
 
Alone, am I?
It seems like it...
But dear you are wrong.
Trying to put the puzzles back together
With nothing but my soul
 
Don't you make a noise
Hush my baby
I don't want to hear another word
I bid you good bye
 
I can stand on my own feet
Though am covered with scars
Scars you left in my soul
Left me with a gallon of tears
 
Hush...
Don't make a sound
Can't you see I am trying to move on?
Yes, maybe the road turned to dust
And my river just dried out
But don't you dare come back
 
I have loved you....Yes
But this just can't be
We are just living in parallel world
A world full of illusions
 
I can't stand the tone of your voice
It's murmuring all around me...
I can do this...I can forget about you
You are don't exist
Will you please...Hush?
 
I am turning my back
Feeling Fragile
Numb....moving on
I hope everything would just
Hush
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I Am A Writer
 
I create a world full of wonder.
I turn an old house into a castle
I can make a garden out of tassel.
 
I am a writer.
I am my universe's creator.
I have a wand in my hand,
Creating dreams in the land.
 
I am a writer.
I am my own fighter.
My mind is my refuge.
My ideas will deluge.
 
I am a writer.
They call me a foolish dreamer.
I catch falling stars.
And heal the World's Scars.
 
I am a writer.
I will make life a little brighter.
Illusions will turn into reality.
My mind will not be filled by frugality
 
Karima Puzon
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I Still Love You
 
After a very long time
I have this chance to talk to you
And be with you again
It has been a very long time
Since we have seen each other...
 
You are here
In front of me
Staring at me
I smiled
And you smiled back
 
You asked me
If am alright
I just nod
 
Then I just can't take it anymore
Words started
Coming out of my mouth
 
I started saying
I miss everything about you
I just miss you so much
 
I miss the sound of your voice
I miss your smile
I miss your eyes
 
I miss the way we talk
I miss how we laughed to almost everything
I miss your touch
I just miss the way we used to be
I want you back in my life
 
I hugged you so tight
Then tears started running down my face
I realized that
I still love you
And you still love me too
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I felt so happy
I felt so alive
Then I woke up
It was only a dream
 
Karima Puzon
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I Want To Take My Heart Back
 
I have enough tears shed
I have enough of suffering
I have enough sacrifices
I just have enough
 
I want to take my heart back
Please just bring it back to me
Stealing all my memories from you
I just can't take it anymore
I just loved the way you loved me
But I just have to move on
 
I will give you a chance
To see me one more time
To feel me
But now I have to set you free
 
I just want to take my heart back
Hope you would understand
That I need to let go
We just can't hold on..
 
You cannot keep my heart forever
You need to set it free
Like I did to you
Just let go
And move on
 
Karima Puzon
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If I Close My Eyes
 
If I close my eyes,
will it be gone?
If your answer is yes,
then you are wrong.
It will never be gone.
It will always be there.
It is living inside me.
It is poisoning my very soul.
 
Karima Puzon
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If This Day Is Your Last
 
If this day was your last
What should you do?
Should you be scared?
Would you just wait
For your death?
 
Each and every day is a gift
You should not waste time
You should grasp it
With your hands
And treasure it
 
Could you say good bye
To your past?
To yesterday?
If this is your last day?
 
Would you cherish every moment?
Would you accept the misery brought  by the past?
Would you leave old pictures behind?
Would you just let go of everything?
 
Every second counts
There are no rewinds
You cannot turn back time
No you can't
 
Would you spend your time with the ones you love?
Would you reminisce the memories you had?
Would you try to fix the broken?
If this day is your last
 
Remember you cannot turn back time
And cannot fix the past
Just live your life to the fullest
Learn to love
Treasure each memory
This day could be your last
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It Is Just Over (A Forbidden Love - The Reply Of The
First Love)
 
It is just weird thing
That you are keep on loving me
But you have another person in your mind
 
I cannot understand why you are like that
You loving two persons at once
I know everything feels so wrong
But sometimes it just feels right
You are not the only one confused
But I too
 
I don't know what to believe anymore
I just want to forget everything
But I just can't
Deep in my heart
I still want to be with you
But how about the person in your mind?
 
I just want to walk away
But you just keep on holding on
We cannot continue
A love like this we just can't
 
We have been together for such a long time
But a certain person came along
Made your feelings so confused
 
I thought the feeling we have was strong
But now..
Everything is just not right
 
Don't you love me anymore?
Do you just love us both?
Can you hold on to both of us?
 
You are there rowing in two rivers
No idea where to go..
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Can you chose between me and that person?
Maybe you cannot...
 
I have been thinking
To follow my mind instead of my heart
Maybe I will let go
Cos this kind of love won't last forever
Just want to say good bye
Giving you my one last kiss
It is just over..
 
Karima Puzon
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It's You
 
I used to stare blankly in the sky
Figuring out my questions in life
My Whats, whens, wheres, whys and hows
I just cannot figure it out
 
But know I finally new the answers
You kissed me in the forehead
My answer is you
 
Such simple
Yet so deep
You unlock the my world
And let me see
Such beauty
 
I found you
And let me walk through
You make my world all brighter
You just open my eyes
Now my life is perfect
 
No more bitterness I feel
Since my answer came
My answer is you
 
If you would ask me
What make my life complete?
My answer is you...
 
I want to tell you that
You can never be replaced
I never wanted anybody else but you
 
Now, ask me again
When did my world turn around?
My answer when I met YOU
 
Where is the person I love?
It is beside me
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I know you would be here with me forever
So I am to you
 
Lastly,
Why do i love you?
Because you are the only one
the completes my world.
 
Karima Puzon
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Just Friends
 
We love being in each others company
But we just keep avoiding each other
We pretend that there is nothing there
And just accepting the fact
That we are just friends
 
Every time we see each other
Such weird feelings we have
It is unlike before
We feel awkward being together
Like there is something beneath that friendship
 
But we just shake our heads
Believing we are just friends
Nothing more
 
Once you told me that i cannot be in love with you
I replied that i would never be in love with
Because we are friends
You repeated what you said
And you said that it would be wrong
If we fell in love
i just agreed
 
Sometimes we just look at each other
Eye to eye
Like the time would stop
And it is only you I see
Then pops out of my mind
We are just friends
Nothing more
 
I cannot understand why you make my heart melt
I cannot understand the rush in my body when I hear your voice
I just cannot understand
 
You made me cry
You made me laugh
You made me wake up in the morning
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I just wish I could tell you what i feel inside
I would be willing to take a chance
But I am scared to death to lose you
 
As you said
I cannot be in love with you
Just hiding all my feelings
Pretending
We are just friends
 
Karima Puzon
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Just Walk Away
 
Here we go again
My heart is starting to fall again
I swear that it would never happen again
But it just did
 
I don't know what to do
I don't know what to say
I don't want to get hurt again
I just can't let this happen
 
I guess I shouldn't known better
Now we know each others name
I realized that there is no turning back now
 
I just want to say good bye
But I know that I had enough
Can't even bear to say it
I just want to walk away
 
I don't want to look back to our memories
I just want to leave it all behind
I know that it will hurt so bad
But I don't want to fall again
 
Throwing away my emotions
Deciding to not follow my heart
All I want to do is
Just walk away
 
I don't want to lose you but
I just can't do this
I had enough heartbreaks in one day
I don't want to risk my heart again
 
I won't say good bye to you
No more word
I will just walk away
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Let You Go
 
What are these things you are telling me?
Full of words, slowly stabbing my heart
Words, words, words that weakens me
 
But why am I still listening?
When I know I am just hurting myself
Am a numb
Or pretending to be deaf?
 
Reality just strikes me
Maybe it is not meant to be
Why am i still hoping that you could love me?
I feel so stupid believing in such fantasies
 
I need to let you go
I need to throw all my memories
I need to remove you from my heart
 
But fear is taking over me
It is whispering
Whispering that I can't let go
Why am I afraid to loose you?
 
I need the strength to move on
Because I believe we can never be
With your heart taken by another
Such a foolish person i'll be
If I stayed like this..
Waiting for nothing
 
I am not going to waste my time
My tears fell down like rain
My heart beats faster and faster
I shouted with all I have
I love you and goodbye
I need to let you go
 
Karima Puzon
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Lonely Shore
 
As a I walk along the beach
Tenderness of sadness I feel
The sun up in the sky out of reach
That sets along the lonely shore
 
Hold me tight to catch
My breath
All along the lonely shore
To reach my dreams
To whom I’ll be
To take me in this journey
 
You raise me up
When I am sad
And make me shed
Away my tears
Like the water in the sea
You make me smile
Without you I am lonely
 
Oh wish this day won’t end
But my knees always bend
All of a sudden it will fade
But deep inside
It would be okay
Because I am not
A lonely shore
Anymore
 
Karima Puzon
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Lonely Star
 
Eyes caught on a lonely star
A star that shimmers in the sky
As bright as it looks
Still I can feel its emptiness
 
I hope I could reach out to that star
To fill its emptiness
To ease its pain
 
Though it seems contented
Its still trapped in a pool
A pool of unwanted emotions
 
What can I do?
How could I help this lonely star?
A star that shines alone in the sky
 
If only I could save that star
If only I could prevent it from drowning
Drowning in its unwanted emotions
Save it before its light dies
 
Maybe I should let this star shine on its own
Maybe I should Leave it behind
Maybe it can make it
After all, That star is me
 
Karima Puzon
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Looking At Me
 
I don't even know why are you looking at me like that?
Like I have done something wrong
But I know I didn't
 
We used to have fun together
But now
I just don't know
 
Like time just drew you away from me
Why did you have to forgot?
Why did you have to leave me?
I just cannot undrestand
 
You blew me away
I just know that we are okay..
But now I am confuse
Why does it have to be this way?
 
Like you do not know me anymore
I just cannot believe it..
I guess it is all over
Maybe we are strangers again
 
Why are looking at me like that?
Is it a gesture of good bye?
Or are you telling me that it is not over?
 
Karima Puzon
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Lose You
 
There are things in life that are unexpected
Things that you didn't ask for
But it came into your life...
 
How could this be?
Why did you have to walk in to my life?
I suddenly see an oasis in the middle of the desert...
This is just magical...
 
I see you smiling at me...
A smile that makes me feel so alive...
Why did you come? ?
Why?
Now, I am afraid to lose you...
 
Every second, every minute of the day
All I wanted is just you
I cannot explain the warmth
I feel whenever you are near
 
But now, you are far away
I just can't help thinking about you
I just miss you so much
I hope you would be here with me soon
'Cause am afraid to lose you
 
Karima Puzon
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Love At First Sight
 
Remember the time
When I first saw you....
How you laid your eyes on me...
And so how i did to you...
 
You smiled at me...
that it seems you
are the happiest person on earth...
There I looked down and stared at you...
There you seemed confused...
So i smiled back at you...
 
There you approached me..
We sat on a bench...
We talked like we have known each other
for a long time....
 
There you told me..
that you have never felt like this before...
I glanced at you..
I smiled...
So do you...
 
At that moment you held and squeezed my hand
So tight like it was forever...
There you told me
You felt different..
Like you Have known me before...
 
I look down and smiled
I told you
I never been this happy before
 
There you hugged me so tight..
I felt your tears falling..
You said...
I have finally found you...
 
I hugged you...
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And tears ran down
You whispered to me...
You Love me from the moment
You Saw me...
 
There i let go
You ask me why..
Then i smiled...
I said....
I Love You too....
 
There i can see
Your eyes all teary again...
Then i laughed....
You looked at me..
and ask me why...
I said...
I never seen someone that love me that much...
And then you hugged me tight like there is no tomorrow...
 
Karima Puzon
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Love Has Been Forgotten
 
Do you still remember our love?
The love that is thrown away like ashes
The love that I thought
It would last forever
 
Just look into my eyes
Tell me honestly
Our love is gone
 
Don't you ever ran away from me..
One day we will wake up and realize our mistakes
I started giving up on you..
like I have no more choice
 
How did this happen to us?
Why did our love ran out?
This can only mean that we will never be meant to be...
Such a foolish thing we did...
 
Happiness just shattered
Then came darkness eveywhere in our love
How could it be?
knowing this love was everlasting....
 
Our love hase been taken away by the wind
It was blown..
It was forgotten..
It will never come back....
 
There we walk in our seperate ways..
Knowing that this is the right thing to do...
So am telling you good bye...
Go and live freely...
Cos your heart is no longer mine
Our love has been forgotten
 
Karima Puzon
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Love That Is Blind
 
You did alot of mistakes to me
Yet I am there smiling whenever I see you
You made me cry
More than once
But still am here still wanting to be with you..
 
How can this be
Can love be blind?
People see you as a piece of trash
But am here seeing you
As an angel sent by God
 
Can this be real?
Why am I such a fool for you?
Knowing that you are just so wrong...
 
There, people blabbing
Stupid things about you...
And am here pretending that I can't here a thing
 
Am I so in to you?
That deaf for what people are saying..
Like am there smiling
While they are saying stupid things about you
 
There you are..
Leaving a mark in my heart...
Such a big scar you left..
It is bleeding
 
But i just dont care
All I care about is you....
Is love really that blind?
Or is it me?
 
Am I that desperate for you?
Or should I stop loving you..
And stop being so blind?
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Lovely Poem To Me
 
You are a lovely poem to me...
That makes my heart beat faster
And Slower at the same time...
You tried to burst out my emotions
Giving me a suiting feeling..
 
You were there when I was alone
Serving as an outlet through my soul
You enlighten me
When I was about to fall...
 
Oh, my lovely poem...
You make me stand tall...
You showed me the side of the World
That could'nt see
 
You were there letting go my emotions
Opening my eyes..
Letting me see the real me..
Letting me see the real you....
 
Oh, you are such a lovely poem to me...
 
Karima Puzon
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Magic Beneath
 
There is a fire beneath me that is ready to burst
It cannot be seen by the naked eye
I cannot explain why or how
It simply rages beneath my soul
 
It is slowly exploding
The magic inside me
The magic beneath my heart
The spell that makes my heart beat
Faster and slower at the same time
 
It gives an uncoditional warmness
Making me strong inside and out
Making me to do things
Never been done
 
The feeling raging through my eyes
Making me want to scream
Letting out everything
 
Confused, Worried
Will this magic come out?
Come beneaht me
Raging through out the world
Raging beneath me...
 
Karima Puzon
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Missing Piece
 
No one can wait forever...
You were there searching for my heart
While am there unconsciously
Waiting for something I do not know..
 
You were right there
Sitting beside me..
Unknowing that I am the one
You have been looking for..
 
But you were too tough..
You searched and searched..
You have seen nothing
 
While I was there..
Still waiting in vain
For my missing piece
For me missing soul..
 
You tried to search
The last piece to your puzzle..
But there you are blind folded...
Feeling me...
Uncertain if am the one...
 
You were there left confuse
I am here...
Hoping for you to accept me...
Hoping for you to find me...
 
But still you insist...
And you are..
Trying on some wrong pieces
 
While am here
Waiting....
 
Losing Hope...
Deciding to leave
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Because I cannot wait forever....
Just wishing you could find me soon
 
Karima Puzon
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Missing You (Stay Forever)
 
I miss how we talked for hours...
Like we never ran out of conversation
 
I miss how you helped me face my problems
and how we laugh about it for hours...
 
I miss how we fought for some stupid stuffs
and how we look at each others eyes and smiled...
 
Then the time came
when time drifted you away from me...
For some stupid reason that i couldn't understand...
 
How we avoided each other
and pretend that we are strangers...
There we build walls
and demolished our bridges...
 
We looked at each others eyes...
yet no words was spoken..
 
I walked away and cried out loud...
While you walk away with disappointment...
 
I want you but i cant..
You want me but you cant...
We can never be together...
 
I let time pass by...
and so do you...
Wishing that i will forget you soon...
 
But there you are always
looking through my eyes...
with words that you couldnt say...
and there was i..
looking at you...yet words not spoken...
 
then came a time
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we walked towards each other...
I whispered..
Am missing you
You replied...
Am missing you too...
 
Tears ran down my face as you walk away...
Then i ran fast as i can..
You chased after me..
You told me
that you dont want to lose me again...
 
There i stop...
I sat down I looked through your eyes...
I saw tears ran down...
I smiled and asked you to stay..
You replied..
Forever....
 
Karima Puzon
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Moody Lady
 
Hey moody little lady
Why are you so grumpy
You are making me lumpy
 
Hey moody little lady
Now you are gloomy
Making me all rumpy
 
Hey moody little lady
Now you are sleepy
Sleep tight before i get stompy
 
Why are you like that
You are making me a rat
Confused what mood you'll be
 
Asking some questions
Shouting in return
Showing your white hair
 
Admit it or not
You are getting old
Nowhere to run
Nowhere to hide
 
Karima Puzon
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Moonlight Dancing In The Rain
 
Oh how i wish that this night would never end
You and i dancing in the rain..
You, hugging me too tight..
While we swayed and danced
In the moonlight..
 
All we can hear is sweet music..
Making our feelings so deep..
Here we danced all night long...
Like tomorrow would never come..
 
Hold me tight..
Don't let go..
Without you am alone..
Squeezing you so tight
Wishing that this night won't end...
And hoping that you would stay...
 
We danced
Like it was forever...
The music just won't stop and
The rain just won't go away...
 
Very soaked up in the moonlight
But we don't mind
All we do is just dance...
Dancing here with you..
Dancing with our love..
 
Karima Puzon
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Moving On
 
Never know how to move on
So scared to death to hold on...
Wanting you beside me...
Realizing everything isn't real..
 
Terrified to love again...
Wish you will be there in the rain...
Asking for help to mend my heart...
Hoping that it would be alright...
 
Oh I am confuse please don't go...
Please stop let go of your ego...
Making you know
My heart is wasted like a dead crow
 
Why are you staring at me...
Knowing that it was just a dream...
Just hoping i can move on....
Hoping that you would be gone...
 
Praying to learn to love again...
Never be lonely in the rain...
Here in my heart you will always stay...
Moving on from you today...
 
Karima Puzon
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My Almost Lover
 
Remember when we used to talk for hours and hours
And how we played hide and seek in the park
We rolled around the fresh cut grass
 
Remember how used to laugh out loud
Shared our dreams under the stars
And how we tried to annoy each other so much
 
Remember the time when I told you that I loved you
And how you told me that this can never be
All we can ever be is
Just friends
 
Rember how you threw me away like crap
And left me crying in the rain
You tried to walk away
But you can't
 
You turn back
You told me that you love me too
But it just can't be
 
I called you my almost lover
We are not just friends
We are more than that
But we can never be lovers
 
Just a confusing thing we have
You drifted away from me trying to think
While you were away
All I think of is you
 
Every morning I wake up
It is only you I see
When I walk
I write and eat..
My only thought is you
 
Then one day you came back
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You were saying
Good bye
You told me you will never forget me
My memories will always be kept
You hugged me
And touched my cheek
Trying to stop my tears...
 
Silence was just all over the place
There you left me and walked away
But I ran after you
Hugged you from the back
I said
I love you
My almost lover
 
Karima Puzon
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My Bench Friend
 
Sitting by the bench
Looking through the ranch
Talking to you with all my heart
Like no other can ever part
 
We talk about life
We talk about love
We talk about everything unseen
 
You make me smile like no other
Like there is no tomorrow
I will never have to live again
No one will ever replace you
 
Then hours had past
As the wind blows from a far
Now i realized
That i was talking
To no one, but myself...
 
Karima Puzon
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My Childhood
 
I hope i am a child again
There I have no worries
No problems at all...
 
Nothing to wish somebody to be gone..
Nothing to wish this pain to go away...
Oh how i miss being a child..
 
With there innocent smile and sweet laughter...
Nothing to think about what will happen next...
Just there running with all there might..
 
Now am here,
Not running away from my Playmates but my problems..
Here i am left confuse and bitter...
 
I am here thinking of nothing else to do..
Waiting for that childhood to come back again..
Hoping that it would be the same all over again...
 
Karima Puzon
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My Friend
 
Looking at the leaves falling from the tree....
Feeling the wind blowing my ear...
There i was walking..
Thinking deeply...
Remembering the past memories i had...
 
I see our laughter...
Like an endless wave in the sea
We sing out loud
Like birds in the trees
 
There we walk in our journey
In an endless tunnel...
There we share our thoughts as sweet as candy..
 
How far we traveled in life
Many memories that we cherished together
Many struggles we have been through..
 
Oh my friend hope our life journey would not end
Hoping we will be together till the end..
We will be together forever...
Even the high winds try to blow as away..
Because nothing can replace you
My Friend...
 
Karima Puzon
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My Heart For Sale
 
My heart is for sale
Though it has been used before
It still functions really well
 
Once before I sold it
But it was returned broken
It shattered to a million pieces
 
I tried to fix it...
I tried to put back all the pieces together
I glued it all
And gave it more protection
 
I cherished my heart with love
I cared for it a lot
And gave it some more protection
 
I am warning you that
My heart is just fragile
It is easily broken
It is actually resilient
 
Please take care of it
If you want to buy my heart
It needs care and proper nourishment
 
I will give you
A hundred percent guarantee
For my heart
Just for you to buy it
 
My heart also have free services and
Also have lifetime guartantee
 
So please buy my heart
It only cost your unconditional love
 
Karima Puzon
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My Ice Cream
 
You are such and ice cream to me
You are always as cold as ice
Your feelings for me jut melted to quickly
 
Yet at times you are so sweet to me..
You make others feel happy..
You make little kids so contented
 
You make people laugh and sometimes
You make people cry when you melted away...
There you are always reminding people
How precious Life can be...
 
For me..
You will always be my
Ice cream
 
Karima Puzon
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My Rain
 
Oh my rain,
Why are you leaving me..
Why do you stop falling?
Why don't you stay with me forever?
 
You shed my tears
You make me scream...
You make my frowning face upside  down...
 
You make me want to jump to the skies....
when i saw you falling...
cos for every water drops that I see falling...
gives me the courage to feel you....
 
 
But now..
Why do you have to leave?
Why do you have to stop the water from dropping?
why do you have to go?
 
Now, am torn...
am down on my knees...
am begging you to stay...
but why wont you be with me?
why won't you care?
 
Now, that am alone...
I do not know...
how to stand up in my knees again...
cos, all i need is you...
My rain....
 
Karima Puzon
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My Someone
 
I know that there would be someone for me
I know that that person is looking for me too
I wish could know that someone's name
This long searches just drives me crazy
 
I wish I could know how this someone laugh
I wish I could know how this someone cry
I wish I could know this someone looks like
 
Is that someone looking for me too?
Does this someone know that am searching too?
Is this someone know that am here?
Where is that someone?
 
I am just here staring at the stars
Wishing that this someone walk pass by me
Where is this someone?
Maybe that someone is just a dream?
Is it just a dream?
I wish that someone is real
 
So where is this someone?
This life long searches drives me crazy
I know that this someone will show me the world
I know that this someone will take me high
Will I please see you now
My someone?
 
I am just looking all over the world just to find you
I really know you are out there my someone
It might really sound stupid
But I think I love you
Just want to find my someone
 
Karima Puzon
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My Sweetest Downfall
 
You are my sweetest downfall
I was there when you were down..
I let you laugh whe you cry..
I gave you everything
When you are about to lose hope...
 
But there you are...
Not remebering me..
Celebrating without me
By your side...
 
Never feeling my presence..
When I am there by your side
I tried to show you the real me..
But there you are blind folded
Pretending you cannot see at all...
 
Now, all that i believe in are now worthless
Stars do not grant wishes
They are just little bright lights
Wind do not blow your problems away
They just exist
You don't exist because you love me
You are there because you love yourself
 
Am crying in vain..
regreting you...
My sweetest downfall
Praying that should have left you alone..
How can this be..
I just failed to believe...
 
 
I have loved you..
But you never felt the same way with me..
I don't believe anything anymore..
All I know is...
You are my sweetest downfall
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No More Tears To Cry
 
I have no more tears to cry
I just can't take it anymore
My heart has been broken for so long
I just don't love you anymore
 
Am tired of begging to be with you again
Am tired of forcing you to take my heart
Am tired fantasizing of you
I just don't want to cry anymore
 
No more tears to cry at all
I just can't hold on anymore
I just want your love
But my love is just a trash for you
 
Feeling so sorry for my self
Why i have loved someone like you
Someone who i cannot love
 
A love that I cannot love
I just hoped for so long
I just have been hurt for too long
 
So I want this scar to be cured
No more tears to shed
i just want you out of my life
 
Karima Puzon
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Not Into Him
 
I've never seen something that beautiful...
Never looks at him this so differently
I see his sparkling eyes
And his great angelic smile
But all I can say is
Am not into him
 
He tells me everything that happened in his day
All the stupid things he made
And how we laughed about it
He swears that he will never fall in love
I fake a smile
Really am not into him
 
He sees everything like rainbow
Such different colors
And I swear he never cross my mind not at all
He told me no one can ever see him cry
But I just did
Just saying that would never be
Into him
 
I Know his favorite color
The sports he plays
And the time he wakes up
I know how many siblings he have
And his birthday
Am gonna tell you
That I am not into him
No way
 
He sometimes sneaks out of class
And loves to tell jokes
While I was there faking a smile
I would tell you
I am not into him
 
I know what shirt he loves to wear
He share his hopes and dreams
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I know his every move
And I know when he is pissed off
I know what makes him happy
But I swear
I am not into him...
 
Karima Puzon
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Numb
 
It is really hard to pretend
That am not missing you
After all the things we've been through
 
We had been happy before
We pretended to be friends
Even we knew deep in our hearts
There is something there
 
We tried to be numb
We tried to not feel each others emotion
We tried to throw away our feelings
 
We believe
That love would destroy our friendship
We can never be in love
 
But being numb
Cannot cover up our emotions
For each other
 
Our feelings grew
We just can't throw it away anymore...
Then we just grew farther apart...
 
Letting go of everything
So scared to fall....
We stop talking to each other
We just became totally numb
 
Deep inside
We are not...
We just let our emotions
Destroy the good relationship we had...
Now that am missing you
 
I regret being so numbe
i should have told you
What I feel
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Such a foolish person am I
Such foolish beings we are
Being numb
Is such a wrong thing
Such a big mistake we did
 
Karima Puzon
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Oblivion
 
I am walking blindly towards the oblivion.
Every step is wrenching my heart
And every breath is turning into fear.
I tried to runaway, but I can't.
I should continue my journey.
I should continue walking
In this unknown road of darkness.
I won't turn my back.
Nothing can stop me
in reaching this mysterious destination.
I am hoping that when I get there,
I will gain greatness,
When I get there
My journey won't go to waste.
 
Karima Puzon
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Our Corner
 
Am sitting in the corner
Waiting for you to come back...
Hoping to see your sweet smile again...
 
Here I am, sitting, waiting, dreaming
Dreaming of you...
Dreaming of you and me together..
You Holding my hand so tight
Giving me the feeling
That you will never let me go..
 
You were right there....
Looking at me...
 
I see all our hopes and dreams in your eyes...
i can see see you shouting all it out...
that we will be happy togther...
 
There i smiled and look at you...
Hoping that this would be all true..
Hoping that everything would not break...
 
Then I woke up in my corner...
I Caught you
watching me while i sleep
you gave me that glance
and smiled....
 
There you told me that...
It is True...
and it will never break...
 
You sat with me in the corner.....
You hugged me tight...
You told me You wont let go...
 
And there we closed our eyes...
We Slept....
We dream together..
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With a smile..
In Our Corner
 
Karima Puzon
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Paru-Parong Ilap
 
Ako'y nakaupo sa hardin ng kaharian.
Ito'y punong puno ng sumu't saring halaman.
Sobrang kasiyahan ang aking nararamdaman.
Tila walang bigat sa aking katauhan.
 
Ngunit isang paru-paro ang gumulo sa aking kalooban.
Mukhang ito'y humahamon sa akin ng habulan.
Ako'y tumayo sa aking kinalalagyan.
Pilit na hinuhuli ang paru-paro sa kawalan.
 
Ang paru-paro ay tila pinaglalaruan and aking damdamin.
Sadyang ito'y nawawala at mahirap hagilapin.
Nung ako'y hagat, ito'y lilitaw at ako'y gigimbalin.
Munting kaibigan, ika'y maghanda sapagkat ika'y aking hahagarin.
 
Ang paru-paro ay dinala ako sa sagalsal na ilog,
Sa aking dibdib bigla kong naramdaman ang kabog.
Sa katubigan ako ay matutulog
At ang katauhan ko'y lumulubog.
 
Ang paru-paro ay nakisama sa mga ulap.
Binigyan ko ito ng matinding irap,
Ngunit sadya itong mailap.
Ito'y aking nilapitan at pilit na niyakap.
 
Ang munting kaibigan ay biglang naglaho.
Ako'y umupo at tinamaan ng hapo.
Sadyang hindi mapapasaakin ang ilap na paru-paro
Ang aking hangad ay unti unting naging abo.
 
Nung luluha na ang langit, lumitaw siya sa aking tabi
Ito ay tila sumasayaw at dumapo ito sa aking labi.
Ako'y ngumiti at siya'y lumayo na parang buhawi.
Pinanood ko itong maglaho at ako'y humikbi
 
Ako'y nakaupo sa hardin ng kaharian.
Ito'y punong puno ng sumu't saring halaman.
Sobrang kalungkutan ang aking nararamdaman.
Puno ng hinagpis ang aking katauhan.
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Passing Through
 
I passed through the apple trees that i crushed
I passed through the beehives i waved goodbye
I passed the car that makes me shout
 
I never look back on things
Not now, not ever
Even if you turn my head upsidedown
 
I passed on all the pains and sorrow
I passed on all the problems and mistakes
I passed through everything i never look for
 
I hate to do these things
But i have to move on
While the sun is moving northward
Not Eastward
 
I will never look back
Not at all
Never Ever again
 
I passed through everything
I stop and think
I turn around and look back
I realized
That I have passed through you
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Pencil
 
My pencil, my beautiful pencil is lost
It is a thing that has no cost
Why did you run away?
Leaving me without a trace…
 
I searched the seas and the hills
And the closet that gives me thrills
O my pencil where did you go?
You make me lose my ego…
 
The time we spend together
Whatever is the weather…
Wait I will look at the wind mill
There you are my friend…
I have found you with my will…
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Perfect Soulmate
 
Funny how our voice blend in the Air
How we have the same dream
And we talk at the same time..
 
How great that we finish each others sentences
How we make ourselves laugh without saying a word
And how we smile often whenever we are together
 
We are there
Walking hand in hand..
Like the road has no end..
We see the beauty of nature
And see the beauty of our souls
Without a word..
 
There we look at the same bright sky..
And we imagine ourselves sitting in the clouds
Watching birds fly up high...
 
Wondering how can this be..
There are things that we cannot see
There are thing we can feel...
 
Is this thing so genuine enough
Enough to prove that we are meant to be?
Is it right to say you are the one am looking for?
A Perfect Soulmate
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Person You Have Loved
 
Walking through the park..
Seeing you...
With the girl you love
Dreaming that i could be her...
 
Envy that i can never
have that one thing i really love...
You, right there holding her hands so tight..
While i was there left bitter...
 
Praying that this pain would go away..
And hoping that it can be the same..
You are there staring at me..
Uncertain of the things that is happening...
 
While she was there
Looking at you with a big smile on her face..
I can see the sadness in your eyes..
But all i can do is look afar...
 
Knowing that you still love me..
Yet you are there cherishing the moments with her...
While i was there wishing that i never knew....
That you have been loving a girl before me...
 
I try to open my eyes that we can never be..
But here in my heart i always know
That i will always be there with you..
Forever...
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Please Stay (I Hate You)
 
I hate you
Like the lightning hits a tree
I hate you
Like my computer breaks down to pieces
I hate you
Like my ice cream has melted away....
 
But why do I feel so different?
I feel like i want you to stay with me forever...
Like I don't want you to leave...
 
You crushed my heart and soul..
You make me feel like..
i dont want to see tomorrow...
 
Yet you make me feel alive...
at the same time am dying inside...
 
You make me smile..
Yet i feel so confuse....
 
Why is this happening to me....
 
Why do i hate you so much..
But i want you to stay...
 
I hate you
Please stay...
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Poems No More
 
Why do everytime you left me heart broken
I am here to write you another poem?
There you are..
Having no idea what is happening...
And here i was sitting in the corner...
Writting how i feel about you...
 
Why can't i just leave my feelings behind
And stop bursting my emotions through my poems?
Why can't i leave you alone...
Here i am listening to the clock..
Tick tock tick tock...
Waiting for some miracle to Happen....
Waiting for this feelings to go away...
 
Yet here you are..
Everywhere to me...
Oh how i wish i could not write....
and could not feel...
So i will write these poems no more...
 
But always here you are...
Urging me to write some poetries
Like my hand has a mind of its own...
in my mind i see your face....
and i was crying inside..
Hoping this poems would disapper...
Hoping for you to be gone...
 
Yet there i was left writting about you forever
Wishing the time
Would Come...
That you will be here with me
Holding my hand
Saying to stop writting this poetries...
There is no need to write...
Because forever you will stay
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Prove That You Love Me
 
What will you do to prove that you love me?
Will you move the mountains for me?
I think you cannot do that..
It is just impossible
Will you walk at the surface of the sea?
I think it won't be possible if there is gravity...
 
Then how can you show me that you love me?
Sit there silently...
Say some sweet words to me?
Feed me some sweet chocolates?
Or give me some fresh flowers?
Well I think by mere giving some stuff won't work
 
Will you hug me and never let go?
Will you kiss me like it last forever?
Will you protect me from harm?
Will you show me the beauty of the world?
Will you be with me till the end?
Maybe that would be it.
 
For love doesn't have to be extravagant
Love doesn't have to involve material things
What matters is your heart
And what matters is
Comfort,
Protection,
And sacrifice
For each other
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River Of Tears And Blood (Alone)
 
Alone...
Just alone in the dark..
Sitting in the corner..
Crying in vain...
 
I feel my tears dripping in the floor....
There it flows like a river..
It drips..then drips..
It just can't stop...
 
There I am..
Just bleeding
Numbness I see
 
I can feel my blood dripping
Dripping in the floor...
Mixing with my tears....
 
I feel the anger..
I feel sadness
So alone....
Nobody but me
 
Crying bleeding...
Helpless
Just alone....
No where to go..
Watching the river of tears and blood
Rushing....
Flowing in the floor....
 
Just here being alone...
Such sadness
I feel....
Such numbness in the air
 
Alone...
Darkness is all I see
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Searching The Unknown
 
I was lost back then
My life has no direction
No idea where to go to..
Feeling empty from the inside
 
I search for something I do not know
Scared of something unknown
Wishing I could find what I am looking for
Even i don't know where to start looking
 
There I dive deep in the sea
I climbed the highest mountain
I fly high above the sky
But still nothing
no where to run to..
Being hopeless
No one to save my dying soul...
 
I stop searching..
I just rest...
The river went dry...
The sun sets down
Hoping I can find the unknown..
 
There I sat
I silently wait for something
Something i dont know..
Then I found what I was looking for
I found You...
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Show Me The World
 
Will you show me the world?
I can't wait to see its beauty
Can you please take my hand?
 
Will you take me to the gardens so green?
There will pick some flowers
And rolling around the grass
 
In the garden we are playing hide and seek
We will ran around
And dance like no one is looking
 
Will you take me to seas so blue?
There we will play with the fishes
Swimming around
 
In the seas we will see the beauty of corrals
And playing in the corral reef
There we will interact with sea creatures
 
Will you take me to the skies so clear?
There we are flying around
Laying down in the clouds
Looking at the things below
 
There we are playing like crazy
We are looking at the birds flying
There we will share our dreams
 
Hope you will show me the world
It would be fun if am with you
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Silent Night
 
Such a silent night
The stars shining over us
Such a suiting air
Blowing our hairs up high...
 
The Moon serves a light in the sky
Is there anything peaceful than this?
 
Me, silently sitting
Watching the wonders in the sky...
Such a suiting feeling it gives...
 
It makes me want to dream big
Like a bird flying up high in the sky...
It makes me just forget all my troubles
And just feel the warm breeze
 
The night has never been wonderful...
My mind has never been this alive
My heart is never been this peaceful...
 
I hope this feeling won't end
Such the warmth
Such tenderness
 
No worries to think of
And no emotions to crush me...
Such a starry warm night
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So Called Friend
 
You called yourself
A True friend
But you were never there
When I am down
 
You gave me some stupid advice
You never gave me some real help at all
 
When the waves are so high
And the ocean is too deep
You where never there to save me...
 
When am feeling left out
And when lightning tried to hit..
You were only there standing
And pretending nothing is wrong
 
You just let the rain pour down on me...
Let the fire burn me alive
Let me fade away..
While you were there shining like a star..
 
You are not a so called friend
You fooled me for the one last time
You just used me...
You pull me down...
While I was there pulling you up...
 
Such a so called friend
A sweet pretender
A great player...
Just all numbness
Doesn't care what I feel..
 
I will just give you my kiss goodnight
And one last hug..
'Cause I am not coming back
Of being your so called friend
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So Called Life
 
Always having a bad day.
Hope nothing can be worse than this..
Like a curse is always all over me
All I can do is just move on with my life...
 
Just lost my phone while walking in the streets
Spilled my coffee when am running late...
Someone stole my cash when I wasn't looking
 
Oh, my life just go on and on
Aceepting it as it is
Hoping that there would be a brighter day
 
Screwed up my test again..
My paper is all over the place
No sleep at all....
Forgot my homework...
 
When will this curse qould end
My so called life...
It just goes on..
All I have to do is
Wait for a brighter day..
 
Saw my man with another guy..
Crying with all my might..
Accepting the fact it just can't be
Hoping it would just stop..
 
This just my life...
Trying to avoid its cruelties...
But I just can't do a think..
All I can do is pray..
Pray that this would be over soon
 
I know that this would end soon
I know I got it right now...
I cannot feel the pressure anymore..
I know I would be free soon
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In my so called Life
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Soul Searching
 
Such confusion I feel
Such emotions raging inside me
Scared...Alone
Alone, searching for unknown
 
Trying to search my true self...
Do you know who am I?
Where should I go?
What should I do?
 
Searching the unknown
Words left unsaid
Such happiness
Yet cruelty I feel
 
In my heart and soul
Crashing me into pieces
What could it be?
Fire ready to explode
From underneath...
 
Now the search is done
As a look myself in the mirror
I saw who i really am
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Stand Up
 
My heart is stronger than you think
I know that I can go through anything
I just know I can
All I need is just a little push
 
Sometimes I just want to run away
From this heartaches
I know this pain would just go away
Just look into my heart
It just keeps on beating
I would never stop
 
I believe things would go better soon
Thing would get better you will see
If I fall
I just get up
And stand up
 
I would never know
But I can just do it
I believe in miracles
 
Sometimes I think that I have enough
But my heart tells me to not to stop
I just don't give up
Stop questioning myself
Just go
 
We all have better life
But problems just pops up on our face
I can get through it
I know you can
Well I know I can
I will stand up
Take control
 
I don't want to be a prisoner of my mind
I want to be free
Do what I want to do
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I will just go for it
Let my heart be my guide
 
Everything would be alright
I will light up the dark
I will just go for it
I will stand up
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Stars (Sleep)
 
Trying to sleep
But I can't
Knowing that you will be not there
Trying not to lose my Mind
Hoping it that it will be alright
 
The stars shining in the sky...
Hoping that they will grant my wish
Never know if it would be..
 
Tears fall down on my face...
Wishing you will be here...
Praying that I have the strenght..
To Stand alone..
And set you free
 
Laying in my bed again...
Wishing there will be a brighter day..
Wishing that i could live again..
Without worries crushing me...
 
There I look at the stars again..
Begging to grant my wish..
Hoping that I could Sleep..
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Still Here Standing
 
You steped on me like crap
You threw me away like dust..
You may tell lies about me
But still am here
Standing
 
You hurt me more than once
You showed me the darkness in the world
You let me feel how hot hell is
But still am here standing
 
I maybe so stupid for you
I may feel stupid with you
But still am here
Standing
 
You may kick me out of your life
You may force me to do things
That I don't want
But still am here
Standing
 
You will never own my soul
You will never own my heart
You will never own my dignity
I know you destroyed my life
But still am here
Standing..
 
Learning about the past
Cherishing the present
Discovering the future
Here I stand tall...
Leaving you behind
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Stop Time
 
If I can stop time
Oh how wish i could stop it...
In the time we were happy..
In the time were Conflicts don't exist...
 
It would be amazing
If time could stop
Where we are laughing our hearts out..
Where my tears fall...
Not because of sadness but because of laughter..
 
How i wish it would stop...
When you were to sweet to me..
Where our love do exist..
There we have no walls to build...
 
But now, it is impossible.
Impossible to stop time...
Impossible to vanish all our conflicts...
All i have to do is accept what we are going through
Accept that every happy moments we had..
Won't last an eternity...
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Stranger
 
Hey stranger
Can I know your name?
Why do you look so sad?
 
Hey stranger can we be friends?
Why are you grieving?
Can you tell me the story behind those tears?
 
Show me your beautiful smile
Even just for awhile
I know you can do it
I just know you can...
 
Why are you keep avoiding me?
I know I can help you..
Please stop avoiding me..
 
I will help you forget your awful past
And I will try to show you the brighter day..
Would you just yake my hand
I will promis you everything would be Okay
 
Hey stranger..
Glad you are happy again...
This means alot to me..
Hope I will never see you suffering again
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Sturm Kavellerist
 
A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away.....
 
It is a period of Typhoons, Strum Kavellerist
Spaceships, striking from a hidden
base, have won their victory
against the evil Storms of Life
 
During the battle, Kavellerists managaged
to pull themselves together against life's
ulitmate weapon, The Trials, an
armored unknown creature with enough
power to destroy an entire planet.
 
Pursued by four group of friends,
The Strum Kavellerists races home aboard their
starship, armed with their crazy imagination.
These group of friends will cruise through
life challenges and restore freedom within themselves
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Such Young, Innocent Love
 
As young as we are
We never knew
That we will feel
This unexplainable emotion
 
It is so amazing
What we are experiencing
For the very first time
A young love
Growing beautifuly
Like flowers
 
Never felt something like it
Like we have reached the stars at night
Or climbed the tallest mountain..
Such wonderful thing
Just happened to us
 
We both feel the same
We are so innocent
We don't even know what to do
 
We can see
How nervous we are
How shy we are to say our feelings
How our knees shake when we are about to talk
Such young love we have...
 
We can hear our heart
Beating at the same time
Slowly giving in to our emotions
And just letting everything out
 
Feeling your touch
Feeling my touch
Feeling all my passion and love
Such wonderful feeling
Such a wonderful emotion we have
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Such Young
Innocent
Love we have
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Sweet Memory To Me
 
You are such a sweet memory to me...
How you showed me how beautiful life can be...
You serve as my sunset in my life...
You made me believe that there will be a brighter tomorrow...
 
You are like a leaf that is blown away by the wind..
You make feel so free....
You teach me to just let life blow me away whatever i do...
 
You are like the star that shines in the sky...
You are always there to help me reach my dreams...
You showed me what life can bring...
 
Now that you are gone
You are just a sweet memory to me..
A memory that can never be replace
A memory that can never be erase...
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Sweet Revenge
 
What makes you think that am still in to you...
Knowing that you have broken my heart a few times...
You've left my heart melted...
You have torn it apart into a million pieces
 
There you are feeling that am still into you...
Knowing that you can still play with my heart...
But you are wrong...
You cannot fool me ever...
 
Now that you have opened my eyes...
Now i can see how you tortured me slowly...
How you tried to poison my mind...
You showed me your dark side....
 
Now am here to show you mine...
I will avenge myself...
For all the cruelties you have done...
I will be there watching you..
Watching your every move...
 
Slowly crushing your dreams...
Destroying your soul....
Killing your heart slowly...
Then i willl have my victory laugh..
And i will leave you there..
Crying in vain...
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Thank God I Met You
 
Sometimes I think and wonder
How my world would be without you
My world would have been different
Without you in it
I thank God I met You
 
My world has been happy
With you in it
You are always there inside my head
Giving me pleasure
Makes my pain go away'
I just
Thank God I met You
 
You always cross my mind
You are always there
I have always feel you
 
You make me feel alive
No tears fell
Since you came in my life
You save me from harm...
I just thank God i have met you
 
I can finally breath easy
I know you will always be there
By my side
You just drive me crazy
I too drive you crazy
 
You make me feel
The warm of fire
it just fills my soul
such love I feel
Thank God I met you
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That Is Love
 
Is it love when you never set her free
Is it love when you are hugging her
While looking at the other girl?
Is it love indeed?
 
Love is looking at her appearance
Love is when you have her and you search for more
Love is when you just like her just because
Love is when she cares for you and you don't care that much for her
 
That is not love at all
That is just being rude
That is just using
 
You love not just because
You love because you just do
You cannot explain why you love
You cannot explain why you care so much....
 
If you think love is just using the other half
Then you made a fool of yourself
Never hold on to that love
 
Love is when you let go..
Love is when you care
Love is when you sacrifice
Now, that is Love
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The Angels' Imperfections
 
Angels are Blind
Sins that they grind
It seems so good
But it is sometimes not
 
Asking me why
Cannot show the way
Those sweet words
Coming out of their lips
 
It seems alright
But they are not
Trying to shed their tears
To give you giggles
 
Never admit that they fall
Never been called fallen
They lose there wings
At times they cry
 
Nowhere to hide
Aside from their broken wing
Do not want to show the world
They too have feelings
 
Trying to hide their
Imperfections
To let us see our
Reflection
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The Beautiful Parade
 
I has been a year
Since our feud
But yet
I can still feel such emotion towards you
 
While I was walking by
Watching the parade
I saw you
With such beautiful eyes
Such memories I remember
 
I watched the beautiful parade together
But not emotionally
It seems that we really grew apart
Like you don't even know me anymore
 
I faked a smile
Pretending that you are a stranger
And there you are doing what i am doing...
 
Once i catch you staring at me
You smiled
And you just stared away
Like nothing
 
Honestly, i still feel that you love me
But you are just scared to come back to me
Don't worry..
Am scared too...
 
You can't hide from the beautiful parade
Your emotions can't hide
All I can see through your eyes
Just baby come back to me....
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The Beauty In Your Eyes
 
Who can see the beauty in your eyes?
I can see how the flowers bloom
How the stars glimmers
How the sun sets and welcomes the night
Through your eyes
 
In your eyes
I can feel a suiting feeling
Your eyes warm me through the night
 
In your eyes I taste the sweetness of candy
It give me an exciting feeling
Hope this won't end
 
In your eyes
I hear the birds singing
I hear the sound of passion
I hear your voice spining around my world
 
In your eyes
I see the masterpiece of beauty
Nothing I have ever seen like it...
So alive...So tender
So much love
 
Your eyes gives me contentment
Your eyes uplift my spirit
Your eyes just makes me jump to the heavens
 
Now, Who can see the beauty in your eyes?
I know
I do
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The Melody
 
Play the melody that has been ringing in my head
Caress the notes that slowly fades away to the dark-side of the moon
Sparkle through the veins of emotions that I have been missing
Hold on to the sound of sadness that echoes through the oblivion
 
Infuse your soul into the beat of the drums
As it goes louder and louder like the roar of the dragon
Dance to the rhythm of the guitar
As it flows through the forest like the hasty river
Step on the keys of the grand piano
As it builds up its melody like the blue chirping bird
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The Only One
 
Can you hear my heart beating?
Is your heart beating like mine?
Close your eyes for me....
Do you feel the way I feel for you?
or is it just my imagination?
 
You are such a sweet angel in disguise
In your eyes I see paradise
I can feel heaven by my side
Whenever you are near
 
It is like the sun is shining over us
It is like we are sitting in the moon
Such a heavenly feeling
 
Hope you feel the same way as i do..
Wishing this feeling won't end
I just hope it never fades away...
Hoping I will be there in your heart..
Like mine...
 
Whenever I see darkness in my path
You where there easing the pain am feeling
making it bright again...
 
Am I doing the same thing in your life
Like your doing to mine?
Or am I the only one feeling this emotion?
Am I in your heart?
Or am I the only one dreaming?
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The Rain
 
Walking alone in the rain
Hoping everything will be okay
Crying in vain
Wondering why you wouldn't stay
 
Thinking why it wasn't meant to be...
Loving you is such an easy thing to me...
Why can't you love me back
Leaving my heart my heart with a crack
 
Tears starts to fall again
There was i lonely in the rain...
Wishing that the moments would just pass by..
Hoping that you and i would be alright
 
 
You were never there when i was about to fall..
Left me scared to stand tall...
Oh how stupid I am
Knowing that you could never be with me...
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The Search
 
I never knew who is the soul beneath this flesh
I searched for clues just to find out
Beneath the trees that I crushed
And shadows that i step on
I never found anything worth remembering
 
I watched the birds fly above the sky
And snakes swallowed rats alive
But still no answer....not even a clue
 
I traveled so far and wide
I nearly gave up everything
I searched the desert
Yet I cannot see why.....I cannot see how
 
I stepped on mountains
Searched beneath the caves
But yet... I haven't found myself
 
I was about to lose hope
I stop by the dazzling lake
To have a big gulp
Then I found out
Where my soul is
My tears fell from my eyes
I look through the rushing water
I have found myself...
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The Walk
 
As I was walking in the road..
I saw you walking too...
Near the trees...
 
Then the wind blew..
It was such a peaceful afternoon...
There we walk...
but in the opposite part of the road
I was here and you were there...
 
I heard my heart pounding so fast
I hope your heart pounded like mine
I felt my blood flowing through my veins
 
I can feel the ackward feeling
Yet the same time suiting...
 
I can't  stop looking at you..
As you walk...
I can really feel you so much...
Hope you feel me too...
 
I walked fast to cope up with you
But I then suddenly felt shy..
Maybe you won't talk to me..
Maybe am just invisible to you...
 
So I slowed down..
I stop...
I let you walk...
Then I smiled...
I am just contented on seeing you...
You made my day so complete
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Through Me
 
Never thought this day would come
After searching the oceans, sand domes
The strive and hunger for truth
I never thought that it would happen
 
I swam the deepest lake
Saw the treaure beneath it
I climbed the highest tree
And saw the most amazing view
 
I never knew how much this means to me
I never new how much it mean
First seeing you through my eyes
Never knew how much life means to me
 
Never felt to live my dreams
Just looking through your eyes
You....
Looking through my soul.....
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Torn Heart
 
I believe that every torn heart
Has a perfect tape to fix it
There is always a certain someone
Who can mend your torn heart
 
Someone who is brave enough to be with you
Someone to make you realize that you need to continue living
Someone who can wash all your tears away
 
I believe that a torn heart
Can never be torn forever
A certain someone will come
And make it all better again
 
Someone who wants to wake up just to see you
Someone who supports you in every step you make
Someone you can lean on when you are down
 
I believe you will never have a torn heart again
If you have found that person
Who will do anything just to make your heart happy again
That person will always make sure that your heart is safe
 
A certain someone can change your heart
A certain someone can cure it again
A certain someone can make your world wonderful again
 
Full of joy and laughter
Sorrows just left behind
I believe that a certain someone
Have a scotch tape
To fix a torn heart
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Tragic Summer
 
Summer is here
Thought it would be great
But it turned out to be sad
This would be the worst summer so far
'Cause I ended up in the valley of tears
 
Everybody seems to be happy
There is nobody there to notice me
Nobody even cared
I was lonely
I was hurting
Tears just keep pouring
 
I wish there is still hope
I hope that i would smile again
Wishing my pain will go bye bye
Wishing to have a friend to mend my wound
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Trapped Emotion
 
Why can't I figure out this feeling?
This uneasy feeling that cannot get out...
It is trapped in a metal cage
Wanting to get out...
 
What would happen if it was free?
This feeling emerging inside...
The feeling of love, tenderness I feel
Well, it is still left unsure
 
Do you feel the same way as me?
Or am I just dreaming of you loving me...
I feel so confused
I just to let this feeling out...
 
I feel so scared
Scared of rejection
But why am I feeling that you feel the same way too? ?
 
Am just confused
But people just asked me
Why do you need to hide this emotion of yours?
 
Don't I want this freedom?
Freedom to let go of my emotions
And just accepting the consequences that I could feel
 
What should I do?
This trapped emotion wanting to let out
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Uncertainties
 
Life is full of uncertainties
Not knowing what to do
Not knowing what to say...
Maybe fear is on to us
 
Fear that is eating us alive
Making just stay in our place
not even risking anything
Letting us fall down to our knees and scream
 
I want to fight this uncertainty
I want to feel what is it like to do
Something with no assurance
 
I want to say the words that has been left unspoken
I want to feel the things that I haven't felt
I don't want this essence of fear
I don't what to be scared of failure
 
Maybe time would tell
How I could a face life's uncertainties
Uncertainties that could lead me to happiness
or loneliness
Uncertainties that could change who I am
For life doesn't exist without Uncertainties
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Unending River
 
The land is flooded with tears
Tears that are made of joy, love and happiness
Swimming through this wonderful river of tears
Tears that are not made out of sorrow or hatred
 
How wonderful it is to be loved
How wonderful it is to be loved by you
You filled my heart with happiness
And together we built this river of Happiness
Made out of tears of joy
 
I love you so much my dear
You showed me not just a piece of art
But you showed me the beauty of the world
Thank you for the warmth and comfort you are giving
 
Together, we row our boat through the river
The river that is made by our love
The love that would last forever....
 
Let us sail through this love
Nothing can stop us
Let us have this journey together
And discover the mystery of this
Unending river of love
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Unos
 
May dakilang unos na dumating.
Ito'y umatake lihis sa aking daing.
Kaba ang dulot nito sa aking buhay,
Sapagkat winawasak nito ang bukang liwayway.
 
Ang unos ay matulin na tumitindi.
Bawat buhos ng ulan ay naghihiganti,
Ramdam ko ang kanyang nakakagulantang hinagpis,
Ngunit di mahulaan ang kanyang nais.
Ang hangin nito'y sadyang nakakatayong balahibo,
At ito'y nagdudulot ng kaligkig sa aking buto.
 
Nais ko itong yakapin ng mahigpit,
Ngunit ang takot ko'y nanaig.
Sadyang ang unos, sa kaluluwa ko na nakaukit
At sa aking damdamin ay nakadikit.
 
Ang aking isipan ay sadyang naguguluhan,
Sapagkat ang unos ay di tumatahan.
Sadyang di ko ito madaling mabitawan
Ang kalikasan ng unos ay di ko mahulaan
 
Unos, ikaw ay nagdudulot ng kasaligutgutan,
Sa aking kaluluwang sugatan.
Pilit mong hinahapo ang sakit.
Ngunit ang ginhawa ay pilit na ipinagkakait.
 
Ako'y pilit na kumakapit,
Nanalangin na sana ang iyong direksyon ay pumihit
Di ko na masabayan ang iyong pagkaripas,
Sapagkat ako ay unti unting kumukupas.
 
Ngunit hinding hindi ako bibitaw.
Sa kapanatagan, ako'y uhaw.
Mananaig ang aking daing.
Walang humpay akong mananalangin.
Ang bughaw na langit ay muling masisilayan,
Kasabay nito ang iyong tuwirang paglisan.
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Unspoken Words, Forgotten Feelings
 
So many words
I couldn't say
Such emotions
I cannot express
 
This feeling rushing inside me
Ready to burst out
I don't know why
 
Feeling so weak inside
Feeling scared
Scared to tell
Scared to feel
 
Words have been drained
In my heart and soul
Wanting to give you
My sweet words
Give you my kiss good night
 
I feel so perfect
Whenever am with you
You are such a sacred thing to me
 
I cannot look away
Whenever i see your
Sparkiling angelic eyes
 
Hope I could just tell you
But I just can't
Hope I can hear
The things i want to hear
 
Hope you feel the same way too
You are my nightsky
You are my knight
 
What if
I tell you those words unspoken
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What if
I will let you feel the way I feel about you?
 
Could this be?
Would we be torn apart?
Would you love me still?
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Valley Of Darkness
 
I am limping through the valley of darkness.
My lack of breath is slowly taking away my happiness.
For I am alone in this world of hatred.
I am paralyzed and barely hanging by a thread.
 
My voice has been caught up by fear.
Knowing that no one could hear
My tears crying out for help.
My yearning is compelled.
 
What else can I do in this world?
My destiny that the future holds.
I am slowly devoured by the monster of torture.
My soul is now poisoned and there's no cure.
 
Sadness has finally covered the light
For my days will never turn bright.
My thoughts no longer bind.
Evil has caught me from behind.
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Vulnerable
 
Please protect me from harm
I don't want to be alone
Am so fragile
Don't you know
That I am vulnerable
 
Wrap me up with your warm blanket
Hug me tight
Protect me
Love me with all your might
So fragile I am
Am vulnerable
 
Capable of being hurt
Capable of losing my mind
Hoping to be safe
Here with you
Wrap around your arms
Just me being vulnerable
 
Hold my hand tight
Promise me to never let go
Hoping that you won't make me cry..
Am Fragile
Vulnerable truly I am...
 
Give me shelter from the rain
Save me from the high waves
Never let me burn alive
Never let me stay from harm
Am just so vulnerable
 
Protect me
Love me
Care for me
With all your heart and soul
Never let me out of your sight
Am just Vulnerable
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Waiting For Somebody
 
Here i am waiting
Waiting for the right person to come
Waiting to feel the emotions
I have not felt of a long time...
 
I searched
Yet i see nothing...
I tried yet..
I failed...
 
Losing my hope
To find My somebody...
Crying in Vain...
With nobody right beside me..
 
When can I find my somebody..
Someone who can stay forever?
Where could that person be...
 
No trace..
no clue...
Where can you be?
 
I wish you would come...
The person who makes my world
upside down..
A person who can turn gray to rainbow
 
Oh, how i hope this day would come...
Were I can be Myself...
All Over again...
Waiting for
That somebody in my life...
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Walk Away
 
Here am in front of you
Remembering the memories
i had with you....
How you made me feel...
 
You made me feel love...
You showed me everything..
What i had never seen before...
 
You tried to help me climb up the mountain...
When I have no Strength to Hold on...
You make me touch the sky...
Like the birds up high...
 
But now they are just memories...
That i would never ever go back to....
 
I have reached rock buttom...
And you were never there...
You told me that you will be with me...
Forever...
 
But now....
Where are you...
Lost in my life...
 
You are infront of me....
Staring at me like...
Nothing is wrong...
But everything is...
 
You made me want to regret you....
You were never there when i was about to fall....
You Told me that You care...
But now where are you?
What are you doing?
 
You are just right there...
In front of me...
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Staring at me...
With Words left unsaid....
 
Then I look down
i walk away
Hoping that you will chase after me...
Yet all you do is look down
and you did nothing...
But walk away...
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Want To Move On
 
Am I missing you that much
Why can't I stop missing you...
I can't stop thinking of you...
For me you are just everywhere
 
Whenever I close my eyes
It is only you I see
Whenever I walk alone
It is only you I think of..
 
Why can't you get out of my mind
Like you are just stuck there
Stapled...
I tried to not to think of you..
But you just pop up..
 
When will you leave
Get out of my dreams
Get out of my way..
Get out of my life..
Get out of my heart...
 
Am such a fool for you..
This just can't be...
I just want you out...
Am going crazy...
Please move away...
I just want to move on
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What Can I Say?
 
Indeed you are a true friend to me
 
Leaving me never crossed your mind..
Occupying your time with me when i cry...
Venturing anything just to make me happy,
Entertaining me when I am moody
 
You are always there to remind me how beautiful life can be
Oh, you are there when am about to lose hope and
Utterly giving me support in whatever i do...
 
What can I say?
I LOVE YOU!
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What Is Happiness
 
What is happiness?
Such simple yet complicated word
No exact words can match it
 
Is it the feeling of warmth in the summer?
Is it the feeling of success?
or is it the feeling of no worries?
 
Nobody can actually tell what happiness is
It is such a dynamic word
Its like the wind
That is felt but not really seen
 
But still happiness still bugs me
Where can you find happiness?
How can you be happy?
 
Such questions going through my mind
Maybe happiness is just within us
Maybe happiness is like a fairy
Stuck in out heart wanting to get out
 
How could you tell you found happiness?
Some people say you found happiness
When you feel light as a feather
Maybe that is true happiness
 
I can never really tell what it is
But I think I found happiness
Happiness within me
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What Love Is
 
Do you really know what love is?
Do you Love because you need someone?
Do you love when that person is rich?
Do you love when that person is beautiful?
Do you love just because that person is useful to you?
 
Love for that is just by mere word
Love like that doesn't mean anything at all...
 
I love you because you are handsome
I love you because you are pretty
I love you because you are smart
I love you because you are wealthy...
 
That is not love at all
That is just using other people
You don't love that person
You just love yourself..
 
If that person is not attractive
Will you still love that being?
If that persone is not that smart
Do you forget everything about that person?
If the person is now poor
Will you accept that being with open arms?
 
That is not love at all
That is using
That is just love
No love in the air...
 
I love you even though you hate me
I love you even though you are not attractive
I love you even though you are not wealthy
 
That is love
Accepting everything about that person
Not accepting his/her wrong doings
But just caring for that person
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Without asking anything in return
Now that is love..
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Will Be Giving All My Love
 
I am not looking for someone to talk to...
I got my friends for that...
Before I thought I am not missing anything
I am contented with my life
 
Now, I realize that am missing a thing
Something that is real
I really need someone who really sees and care for me
Someone to love me for me..
 
I don't want to be alone anymore
I know I will see you soon
Walking pass me
Or maybe walking to me
If I will find the thing that am missing
I will give all my love
 
Before I think love is just an illusion
Something that is imaginary
I think this would not be real
But I was wrong
Without love I become lonely
I have some emptiness feeling
Without it
I am missing that real thing
 
I don't want to get hurt
But I know it would be a part of it
Just wanted to fine that missing thing in my life
Vanish that emptiness feeling
Replace it with all love
Giving all my love
 
I want a love that is forever
I wish it would never end
When it is forever
I cannot throw it away
 
I don't want to feel cold nights anymore
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I don't want to be alone anymore
I just want to be loved
I just want to find you
And will be giving all my love
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Will You Still Love Me In The Morning?
 
Tonight, you hold me in your arms so tight
Under the bright moon
In the glimmering stars
Looking at the sky
Looking at you asking
Will you still love me in the morning?
 
Never want to sleep
Like this night last forever
Sharing our hopes and dreams
Asking
Will you still love me in the morning?
 
We feel the wind
So cold
But i feel some suiting warmness
In your arms
Whispering at you asking
Will you still love me in the morning?
 
Hope our feeling won't change
Hoping that we would have a brighter day...
Wanting you to be just mine alone
Hoping it would last forever
 
Here beneath the sky...
Feeling the air..
In your arms
Asking
Will you still love me in the morning?
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Wings Of Destiny
 
I am climbing to the unknown.
Yet it is intangible and out of reach.
I am feeling alone.
I am stuck in a breach.
 
Where will my wings of destiny take me?
Will it bring me to the gates of glory?
In my heart, I am feeling such anxiety.
My soul is stuck in a bailey.
 
Where have you gone, my yearning?
I feeling such a schmo.
My hope is slowly deteriorating.
My belief is becoming my foe.
 
Wings of destiny, stop these delusions.
Isn't my suffering good enough?
Why are you such a hellion?
I am falling into a slough.
 
As I fall and dwindle,
My soul is beginning to arise.
My mind has been agile.
My heart is now wise.
 
Wings of destiny, I won't back down.
For I control my fate.
So what if rainbows frown?
Suffering has to abate.
I will never be a letdown.
 
Wings of destiny, it has been rough.
But everything is clear now.
Life maybe a bluff.
But I will beat my suffering, I avow.
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Wish
 
I wish time would stop
When everything seems to be perfect
I wish time would stop
When nothing is broken
I wish time would stop
When everything is not gray
I wish time would stop
When everything is okay
 
I have been lonely continually
I have no one to turn to
Yes, friends are there
But they seems to be idle
They where never there when things get rough
 
I just wish i could have someone to talk to
I just wish that time would just stop when i do
But I guess it wouldn't
I just wish for a brighter day
I guess
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Wish I Could Fly
 
Wish I could fly
Above the sky...
Reaching the clouds up high
 
Flying through the trees
Feeling the air
Listening to the birds chirping in air...
 
Sun is coming down
Catching my breath...
Dropping my troubles away..
Trying to reach the stars..
 
There I fly
So up high..
Then I grew tired
Sitting in the moon
While watching you asleep..
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With You
 
There you are talking to me
Like nothing is wrong...
Forgetting the the things
That happened in the past...
I gave you a fake smile..
And you smiled back...
Then there I was Crying inside
 
Here with you
I feel anger...
Yet i feel so alive...
The emotion am feeling..
I can't understand..
Just the fire is raging through my eyes...
 
As our conversation goes..
We had a few laugh..
We have talked like
We have never been together before
I feel so strange
I don't know why....
This feeling torturing inside...
 
I have loved you
More than anyone in this world...
I don't know why
You don't feel the same way too...
You left me confused and miserable...
I don't know what else to do...
 
There i was sitting by the corner...
Remembering the conversation we had together...
Here I was crying...
Thinking how stupid I was to love...
Yet wishing that you could love me too...
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Withering Heart
 
My heart is dying.
Its last breath is fast approaching.
Its caressing the cruelty of loneliness.
Slowly, its tearful destination reaches.
 
Love has been thrown away.
Happiness has been disarray.
My heart is coughing and shivering.
Its will to live is slowly melting.
 
It is too late to save me.
This is all I'll ever be.
My smiles has been forgotten.
My life has been long gone.
 
My final destination reaches.
I hold on to my tears.
I am hoping that nobody hears.
My heart suddenly stops thumping.
I am now withering.
My tears are suddenly bursting.
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You Are Always There Beside Me
 
You are always there beside me
Whatever I do
Whatever I say
Here we hold each other's hands
Ready to face the future
Embracing tomorrow
 
I remember when we used to laugh out loud
How we used to do some crazy things
Those are the memories worth remembering
Even when am down
Even when I cry
You are always there
Beside me
 
You always understand me
You give me hope and faith
You make me walk through it all
You showed me the right path
 
I know you will stay forever
I can feel it with my heart
You will be always there beside me
 
Hold me tight
Hope you won't let go
Just stay here
Beside me
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You Are Indeed Beautiful
 
You there looking at your reflection again
Thinking that you are not beautiful
When everyone around does see that you are
You walk in the road..
You left your confidence
Because you think you are not pretty
 
That is not true at all
Because I know you...
I believe you are pretty
Everyone does
But you just don't think you are...
 
No one can ever see you cry..
You are hiding your tears away from us..
There in your corner
Bursting your emotions
Leaving everything behind
 
There you are smiling at us
Like everything is okay..
But it just isn't
Because you are there
Losing confidence
Losing hope
Dying inside
 
Just hold on
Don't lose it
Don't ever think you aren't good enough
Because you are not...
You are like the sun shining in the sky..
Your beauty shines on us..
 
So please
Stop killing yourself...
Because you are indeed
Beautiful
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You Are Special, Be Yourself
 
Here we go again
You, pretending to be somebody else
Denying who you really are
You are trying to be cool
But you are making a fool of youself
 
Why can't you be yourself?
Why can't you stand and be proud?
Why do you think that you are just a mistake?
Why can't you understand?
Just be real!
 
There you are dressing up like a trash
Trying to fit in
But all you can do is just making a fool of yourself
Why can't you just be yourself?
Why can't you act natural?
 
There you are looking so frustrated
Trying to be like them
Just acting like a fool
But you don't even realize
They you are just being thrown away..
 
Can't you see you are beautiful
Just in your skin
Not covered in make up
Can't you see you are such a special person
You are different
You can never be like the others
 
Just love yourself
Accept everything you have
Just be yourself
Don't complicate yourself too much
Because you are just special
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You Are The Reason Why Am Living
 
You are the air that I breathe
You are the food that i eat
You are the water that I drink...
Without you
Am Not alive
 
You are the one who makes my heart beat
You are the one who makes my soul alive
You are the one that makes my lips smile
Without you
Nothing makes me Alive
 
You are the one I love
You are the one I care for
You are the one that i hope for
You are the only reason why I am living
 
Without you
I don't exist
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You Are Too Much To Forget
 
Your to much to forget...
Your Shining eyes....
And your Sweet Smile...
Your voice that blew me to the heavens....
 
Your caring hands
And kind words you tell...
Your such a lovely thing to forget...
 
Here i am..
Not knowing where to begin...
Where to start..
A life without you...
 
Hoping that i can go back...
To the time we are okay..
To the time we are not broken...
 
But now, I realized
That i should snap my fingers
And face the reality...
That you cannot be replace
And that you will be here with me again
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You Cut Deep Into My Heart
 
Why can't I feel you right now?
Why did you disappear so fast?
I thought everything was going great
But I was wrong
 
You cut deep into my heart..
You forced my heart to let you in..
Then it did
You stayed inside..
Like it was forever
 
But one day..
You just disappeared
No mark
From you..
 
You left my heart empty
Without you..
You cut through it..
Leaving it bleeding inside
 
I felt lonely..
I felt like dying from the inside
Hoping that you will be back...
 
Blood dripping everywhere
Slowly dying
You, slowly..
Killing me...
 
Left so dead..
Why did you do this?
 
Attacking inside me
The pain you did...
The blood dripping
A deep cut in my heart...
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You Just Hold On
 
When the wind tries to blow you away...
And you have nothing to stand to....
Hold On...
 
When your wings are broken...
And no where else to go to..
Hold on...
 
When you are lacking out of breath
And no where to turn to
Hold On
 
When you are feeling so down..
And nothing else to do
Hold On....
 
Because in life...
Struggles do come...
Testing how strong you are...
And all you have to do is just
Hold On
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You Just Move Me (Every Beat Says Your Name)
 
I'm lying here all alone in the bed
Like my heart just stop beating
I don't have anyone to turn to
Till I have found you
 
You just move me
Like nobody else can
You give strength
That I didn't know I have
 
My heart starts beating again
Every beat
Says your name
You Just Move Me
 
So please stay with me
You showed me everything
Lie beside me
Let us dream together
Feel and hear our heat beating
Can you here your name?
Hope you do beacause
You just move me
 
For me love is something you can't see
You can only feel it
With this you go through emotions
I just felt love right now
When I met you
 
You just move me
Without you and your touch
I should be gone right now
Scared to be alone
Trying to hold on
You gave me streght to stand tall
You just move me
 
Now am here burning with love
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All with desire and passion
Never felt this way before
You just move me
 
We are there dancing in the dark
Making everything bright again
I will be following my heart
And every beat
Says your name
 
Here I go
Smiling
Believing that
You just move me
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You Just Talked To Me
 
I used to sit in the corner
I do not care about anything and anyone
There i was...
Just staring blankly to everything
I just kept my beliefs to myself
 
Then I met you
You sat beside me in my corner
There you just talked
I didn't even care one bit
But then i can't help my self
I started listening
 
You talked about stuffs that I never knew
I never listened like this before
I was fascinated for the first time
I never knew that I will feel this way
 
I felt some kind of different feeling
Liked I felt so safe
So comfortable...
So alive
 
Then you asked me if I could talk
Then for the first time I spoke
Without hesitation
No one ever tried to open me up
Then there was you
The my key
To my padlocked self
 
I enjoyed being with you
This is just true
I wish this was true
Like I have one problem
You are just my illusion
Now I realized am still alone in my corner
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You Were There
 
You were there when I am down
You were there when I feel left out
You were there to support me all the way
 
Whenever my tears fall
You were there to catch it
Whenever I feel happy...
You were there supporting me all the way
 
You are my one and only bestfriend
Nobody can ever replace you
You were there in every step I made
In every challenges that came to me...
 
You are my support
You are my shoulder to lean on
You are my teddy bear to hug
You are my true bestfriend
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Your Side
 
I know that am not the easiest person to love
I am the kind of person who complicates things
 
Yet you are there
You chose to right by my side
Just on my side
 
Am easily dicouraged
Often shy
I always see the cruelness of the world
I worry too much
Yet you are still there
Just on my side
 
Everyone needs a friend
A friend to care for
A friend to hold on to
 
Friends are there to protect you from the cold
Friends serve as the shoulder to cry on
Sometimes nobody cares about you
But there is always a friend
With you till the end
A  friend
That is
Just  on your side
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Your Smile Is My Life
 
Oh How a longed for your smile...
A smile that let me forget my troubles...
The Smile that gives me strenght when i am weak....
 
Your Smile gives me power
that I cannot explain...
It is like air that makes
me live for another day...
 
A smile that makes me reach the heavens..
It enlightens my soul....
It gives me hope for a better tomorrow...
 
Oh, how i miss your smile so much...
Without your smile am lost...
Without your smile..
I cannot breathe...
 
So for your smile alone...
Is the reason why i Live...
For you alone
Is the reason why i Live
 
Oh i wish i could see that smile again
Oh i wish i could see you again...
For without you and your smile...
I don't exist....
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